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Executive Summary

This report presents a blueprint for a community of technology innovation and protection anchored by America and its allies. Unless the United States builds this community—an “alliance innovation base”—it will steadily lose ground in the contest with China to ascend the commanding technological heights of the 21st century. Given that technology will increasingly determine future military advantage, underpin economic prosperity, and function as a tool for promoting liberal and illiberal visions of domestic governance, the stakes could not be higher.

To compete, China is leveraging its formidable scale—whether measured in terms of research and development (R&D) expenditures, data sets, scientists and engineers, venture capital, or the reach of its leading technology companies. The only way for the United States to tip the scale back in its favor is to deepen cooperation with allies. The global diffusion of innovation also places a premium on aligning U.S. and ally efforts to protect technology. Unless coordinated with allies, tougher U.S. investment screening and export control policies, for example, will feature major seams that Beijing can exploit.

America’s current approach to allies on technology innovation and protection remains a work in progress. In recent years, animated by concerns about China, the United States has made a concerted effort to step up engagement with allies in both areas. Existing mechanisms for deepening innovation with allies include technology scouting programs, multilateral cooperative frameworks, rapid innovation initiatives, and bilateral projects. However, these mechanisms at times lack sufficient resourcing, move too slowly, or feature rigid constraints on participation. U.S. instruments for working with allies on technology protection also contain major points of weakness. Multilateral export control regimes, though inclusive, are ponderous. The extraterritorial reach of U.S. export control laws can generate unintended obstacles to technology collaboration with allies. Bilateral and minilateral consultations on protection lack positive incentives to motivate allies to incur immediate costs such as forgoing technology sector investments from China.

Design Principles

The strengths and weaknesses of the current American approach inform this report’s blueprint for an alliance innovation base. So do the aspirations and potential contributions of individual U.S. allies. The report focuses in particular on Japan, given its deep-seated concerns about China’s technology ascendance, intense interest in protection, and enduring strengths in certain types of technology development. Recognizing that these qualities also render Japan unrepresentative, this report further examines three additional U.S. allies—Australia, Israel, and Norway—countries that collectively feature significant diversity in their perceptions of China and approaches to technology innovation and protection.

The following design principles for an alliance innovation base reflect a detailed examination of these four countries as well as lessons learned from best practices and pitfalls of current U.S. engagement with allies on technology innovation and protection.

1. Adopt a flexible architecture for an alliance innovation base that can accommodate countries with variable threat perceptions and distinct capabilities.

2. Create tangible economic benefits to incentivize allies to adopt tougher technology protection measures.

3. Focus technology cooperation on solving narrowly scoped problems in order to manage divergent views on the nature of the international threat environment.

4. Foster a “benefit together” ethos that chips away at deeply rooted preferences for spending and procuring domestically.

5. Incorporate politicians, publics, and the private sector from the outset to build critical momentum in support of an alliance innovation base.
A BLUEPRINT FOR MOVING FORWARD

No single action by the United States will galvanize an alliance innovation base. Rather, the task for Washington is to construct a community of technology innovation and protection link by link, proceeding along five main lines of effort:

Strengthen America's Toolkit for Technology Engagement

- **Increase resources for major technology scouting programs.** For example, Congress in the next National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) and defense appropriation should expand funding for the Office of Naval Research Global and the Foreign Comparative Testing Program.
- **Leverage U.S. Defense Attaché Offices.** The Defense Department should add technology scouting to the responsibilities of Defense Attachés posted to U.S. embassies in allies with robust innovation ecosystems.
- **Internationalize startup-focused engagements.** The Defense Innovation Unit, which today has a primarily domestic mandate, should over time go global, beginning with roadshows to allies, and culminating with a permanent presence overseas.

Build Ally Awareness and Capacity

- **Upgrade information sharing with ally governments.** Making releasable to allies the most granular list of critical technologies the U.S. government has compiled would help to align protection measures.
- **Promote broad-based awareness of China’s actions.** The United States should undertake a comprehensive public diplomacy campaign to highlight China’s pursuit of technology within the innovation ecosystems of allies.
- **Build ally capacity to protect technology.** Where possible, Washington should help ally intelligence and law enforcement agencies to retool for tracking and countering Beijing’s technology acquisition efforts.

Launch New Collaborative Platforms

- **Establish bilateral national security innovation funds.** These funds could support a range of initiatives, from quickfire seed projects to road test high-risk ideas to incubators for startups innovating at the nexus of defense and commercial applications.
- **Form a military test facility consortium.** Participating governments would pool access to high-demand, low-availability equipment and ranges in exchange for the sharing of test results with other members of the consortium.
- **Launch a cross-national platform to build new companies.** This platform would bring together innovators and entrepreneurs from the United States and participating allies to develop new businesses around specific national security themes.

Create Positive Incentives for Technology Protection

- **Reduce barriers to investment in the United States for allies committed to technology protection.** As an initial step, the Treasury Department should make explicit what investment screening and export control standards allies must meet to qualify as “excepted states” under current regulation governing U.S. national security review of foreign investments.
- **Invite U.S. allies to join an “ITAR Free Zone.”** Washington should announce its intent to eliminate onerous licenses controlling the bilateral flow of U.S. defense goods, services, and knowledge with and among allies that meet concrete technology protection standards.

Leverage the U.S.-Japan Alliance

- **Announce a government data pooling partnership.** The United States and Japan should unveil an initiative to pool select, curated datasets held by each government for use by companies and innovators in each country.
- **Spearhead export controls on semiconductor manufacturing equipment.** To extend their current advantage in this critical technology area, the United States and Japan should work with the Netherlands – the other market leader – to impose new restrictions on sales to China.
- **Initiate a bilateral dialogue on research integrity.** Washington and Tokyo should convene a regular dialogue of administrators from their top technology universities to develop best practices for managing risks posed by Chinese researchers and institutional partnerships.
Chapter 1: Introduction

The United States is steadily losing ground in the race against China to pioneer the most important technologies of the 21st century. With technology a critical determinant of future military advantage, a key ingredient of economic prosperity, and a potent tool for the promotion of different models of governance, the stakes could not be higher for Washington.

America’s eroding technological edge stems from multiple causes. China has vastly increased domestic research and development (R&D) expenditures and supported the growth of new cutting-edge industries. It has also invested in fostering science and engineering talent, taking advantage of its much larger population.1 By contrast, the United States has failed to undertake a comparable effort domestically. Moreover, Washington for decades largely overlooked Beijing’s systematic effort to acquire technology from U.S. companies and research institutions through tactics ranging from legal investments to cyber-enabled economic espionage.2

As the scope and scale of the technology challenge posed by China has become evident, politicians, business leaders, government agencies, and think tanks in the United States have called for a renewed commitment to sustaining America’s innovation leadership.3 Domestically, the path forward for the United States is clear but politically fraught. Washington remains mired in a seemingly endless debate over the merits of greater government R&D funding; enhanced science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education; and an immigration system optimized to attract and retain foreign talent.

Protecting technology has proved an easier political lift in Washington than advancing a pro-innovation agenda. Congress and the executive branch have come together to support tightened investment screening procedures and more rigorous export controls.4 Yet such measures do nothing to grow America’s capacity to innovate and, if poorly implemented, could have a constricting effect.

Until recently, the U.S. approach to technology innovation and protection treated allies as a relative afterthought, when they should be at the center of any strategy to secure America’s technological advantage. In fact, Washington’s global network of alliances represents a unique asset in the technology competition with Beijing.

To compete with the United States, China is leveraging its formidable scale—whether measured in terms of R&D expenditures, data sets, scientists and engineers, venture capital, or the reach of its leading technology companies.

The only way for the United States to tip the scale back in its favor is to deepen innovation linkages with its allies.

The only way for the United States to tip the scale back in its favor is to deepen innovation linkages with its allies.

The diffusion of innovation also places a premium on aligning U.S. and ally efforts to protect technology. Through more rigorous investment screening, updated export controls, and closer scrutiny of research collaborations involving China, the United States can unilaterally become a harder target. However, unless coordinated with allies, such policies will feature major seams that Beijing can exploit: China will acquire technology from American allies that it can no longer easily extract from the United States. For Washington, the net result will be barriers to innovation and forgone economic opportunities with little to show in terms of technology secured.7

Toward a Community of Innovation and Protection

Galvanized by the China challenge, the United States has started to deepen engagement with allies around innovation and protection. For example, on the innovation side, the U.S. Department of Defense in January 2020 launched the Allied Prototyping Initiative (API), which aims to “co-develop leapahead capabilities through cooperation with trusted allies whose industrial capacity, capability and workforce strategically complement those of the United States.” This is a promising step, but the larger set of mechanisms for technology collaboration with U.S. allies in the national security domain generally reflects an earlier era of unchallenged American preeminence in which concerns about China and the imperative to move quickly or risk falling behind did not exist.

Through separate policy channels, Washington has made a concerted push to get its allies to sharpen their
investment screening and export controls and apply more scrutiny to research involving Chinese institutions and nationals. Yet the potential economic costs of such measures—and for some, fear of Beijing’s retaliation—renders progress slow and uneven. Where U.S. allies share American concerns about China’s geopolitical ambitions, efforts to align approaches to protection have moved forward quickly. However, this overlap of threat perceptions largely exists in the Indo-Pacific (and not even uniformly there), rendering key innovation hubs in Europe and elsewhere vulnerable to China’s continued efforts to obtain technology abroad through any means possible.

When engaging with allies, the United States has largely separated innovation from protection. This reflects organizational and cultural inertia rather than a strategic choice. Within the executive branch, different offices typically manage each issue set: U.S. officials can spend their entire career in one area or the other, given the level of expertise required to oversee collaborative technology programs or master the intricacies of export control regulatory requirements. Outside the U.S. government, distinct expert communities work on technology innovation and protection, and rarely converge. More broadly, the principles that animate the two—openness versus closure—exist in tension.

In an era of strategic competition with China, this policy separation is counterproductive. Outside a handful of U.S. allies in the Indo-Pacific, American efforts to promote technology protection will progress slowly, if at all, unless paired with a positive vision of an innovation community spanning the United States and its allies that delivers significant benefits to all involved. These benefits, when linked to concrete steps to elevate technology protection, would help to incentivize ally governments to enact measures that carry an up-front economic cost, such as adopting tougher investment screening procedures or enhancing export controls. Moreover, embedding protection within a larger context of deepening innovation is likely to resonate far more with ally publics than the current U.S. approach, in which American demands to take action against China make the front-page local press, while technology cooperation involving the United States occurs in the background, with little popular fanfare.

Now is the time to move beyond this flawed approach. This report advances a blueprint for building a new community that would bring together the United States and its allies around innovation and technology protection. The new community—an “alliance innovation base”—would feature a web of cooperative connections and incentivize technology protection through mutual benefits.

**Scoping the Alliance Innovation Base**

This report reflects several analytic choices by the authors that are worth illuminating. The first choice pertains to scoping cross-national innovation. The report does not attempt to cover all forms of technology collaboration among the United States and its allies—a topic so vast that it would be impossible to adequately explore here. At the same time, the report takes a more expansive approach than joint military R&D or prototyping. It examines cross-national innovation through the lens of using technology to address shared national security concerns, broadly defined. This reflects the authors’ assessment that many of the most pressing challenges confronting the United States and its allies are not purely military and that significant opportunity exists for cooperative technology solutions to yield commercial benefits that could in turn incentivize closer alignment on technology protection.

The second analytical choice shaping this report is its detailed focus on a handful of U.S. allies, starting with Japan. Among America’s allies, Japan is best positioned to amplify U.S. efforts to forge an alliance innovation base. Tokyo and Washington share similar concerns about China’s bid for technology supremacy. Japan has taken an intense interest in technology protection. Although it lags in startup creation, Japan remains a world leader in select technologies. Yet for all the same reasons, Japan is not representative of America’s allies as a whole.

Indeed, U.S. allies run the gamut in their perceptions of Beijing, with some regarding China almost entirely as an economic opportunity. Likewise, approaches to technology protection differ substantially across U.S. allies. So does the type of innovation and technological expertise that allies might contribute. To design for this diversity, the report also contains in-depth case studies on Australia, Israel, and Norway. These three allies provide
significant variation in the attributes described above. A few additional considerations behind this case selection include Australia’s membership in the Five Eyes intelligence alliance, Israel’s density of startups with dual civilian-military use technology, and Norway’s disproportionate defense technology contributions to U.S. and ally militaries. An alliance innovation base that can serve as a community for these three nations plus Japan is scalable to a much wider set of countries.

The Way Forward
The remainder of this report lays out a blueprint for an alliance innovation base. Chapter 2 makes the case for why America must enhance cooperation with its allies around technology innovation and protection. Chapter 3 reviews the strengths and weaknesses of the current U.S. approach in both areas. Chapter 4 draws out the perspective of American allies—starting with Japan, and then turning to Australia, Israel, and Norway—with a focus on what each might contribute to an alliance innovation base and expect in return. Lastly, Chapter 5 advances design principles and concrete policy recommendations for forging an alliance innovation base.

Chapter 2: The Case for an Alliance Innovation Base

In technology, as in most other domains of strategic competition, the United States can rise to the China challenge only in concert with allies. This chapter makes the case why. It starts by documenting China’s growing scale advantage over the United States in critical inputs of innovation, then demonstrates how allies can help tip the scale back in America’s favor. Next, this chapter explores how the global diffusion of innovation creates a new imperative for the United States to cooperate with its allies. Lastly, this chapter discusses some of the general limitations of America’s current approach toward allies, and points to the need for the types of positive incentives that an alliance innovation base could generate.

China’s Scale Advantage
Innovation has emerged as a key pillar of China’s national power. President Xi Jinping made clear in his 19th Party Congress address in 2017 that national rejuvenation requires cementing China’s standing as a “country of innovators” and implementing an “innovation-driven development strategy.” This has involved the pursuit of grand strategic policies such as Made in China 2025, which seeks to upgrade China’s placement in global production and innovation networks through government subsidies, the mobilization of state-owned enterprises, and forced transfer of technologies. Beijing’s bid for technology supremacy benefits from scale, due to the size of China’s population and its economy—now the world’s largest by some measures. As the 2020s begin, China is poised to outmatch the United States in many of the raw inputs that fuel technology innovation.

First, China’s total R&D expenditure is positioned to overtake combined U.S. government and corporate R&D before the end of the decade, enabled by a combination of concerted government planning and rapid economic growth. In 2019, Beijing’s R&D spending surged past 2.19 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP), compared with a mere 0.72 percent of its GDP in 1991, setting China on track to meet its R&D expenditure-to-GDP ratio of 2.5 percent by 2020 as delineated in its 13th Five-Year Plan.
Although the United States still spends more on R&D than any other country at about half a trillion dollars a year, China has quickly pulled to second place. China’s gross R&D expenditure now exceeds that of Japan, Germany, and South Korea combined. Notably, China’s R&D efforts today overwhelmingly focus on experimental development—at about 80 percent of overall spending, compared with 60 percent to 65 percent in the United States. This comparative emphasis on experimental research has enabled China to quickly adapt products and services and scale up engineering output across critical technology areas, including quantum communications, artificial intelligence (AI), and 5G.

Second, China’s level of venture capital funding, though in flux, has recently caught up to and, by some metrics, even briefly surpassed that of the United States. In 2005, the totality of China’s venture capital hovered at a mere $4.8 billion. But in the second quarter of 2018, companies based in China secured nearly $3 billion more in venture capital funding than their American counterparts for the first time in history. The trajectory of venture investment in China is far from stable. Nonetheless, the perhaps fleeting uptick in funding provided a boost to a diverse set of Chinese industries, including transportation, logistics, financial technology, and biotechnology. The government of China has, meanwhile, touted its deepening well of venture capital funds as a vehicle for achieving its goal of technological leadership by 2025.

Third, China’s technology giants are operating at an increasingly global scale. Just a decade ago, the largest U.S. technology companies, including Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google (colloquially known as “FANGs”), were largely unrivaled. But in recent years, Beijing’s technology champions—Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent (known as “BATs”)—have experienced outsized growth. In 2019, American companies in the FANGs group still maintained a substantial lead in stock market value over China’s BATs, with respective market capitalizations at around $2.3 trillion and $950 billion. This measure notwithstanding, many of China’s technology companies have led a concerted effort to penetrate global markets and are able to design and sell innovative products in larger quantities than leading U.S. firms. For example, Huawei surpassed Apple in 2018 as the world’s second-largest smartphone vendor. Tencent has also led a sustained push in the past several years to expand its international user base by launching English and other non-Chinese language versions of WeChat, its central platform. In the realm of e-commerce, Alibaba
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overshadows Amazon in terms of global gross merchandise, with Alibaba raking in $765 billion in 2019, compared with Amazon’s $239 billion.49

**Fourth, China is systematically hoarding data for commercial advantage.** These practices have been enabled by its online population of more than 800 million and lack of privacy protection, which stands in stark contrast to the United States’ stronger regulations and fewer than 300 million internet users.30 And while U.S. technology giants have faced growing domestic political resistance due to privacy concerns over their extensive data gathering, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) enjoys a symbiotic relationship with China’s major technology companies, leveraging them to collect data, expand and optimize its political controls, and ultimately shape its global operating environment.31 The CCP in fact directly supervises certain Chinese state-owned enterprises, such as the Global Tone Communication Technology Co. Ltd., which gathers massive amounts of consumer data through its own platforms and through cooperation with other national champions such as Huawei and Alibaba Cloud.32 Chinese city governments have also initiated dozens of partnerships with these technology companies on “smart city” projects33 to streamline data collection in support of the country’s national surveillance system.34

**Fifth, China is investing heavily in its homegrown talent.** According to the National Science Foundation, China has almost caught up to the United States in its annual number of doctoral degrees in science and engineering, with 34,000 compared to the United States’ 40,000 in 2014.48 In 2016, China produced 4.7 million STEM graduates across the board, compared with 569,000 in the United States, though the quality of these degrees is not necessarily comparable.49 Through its aggressive Thousand Talents recruiting program, Beijing has enticed an elite group of foreign-born scientists as well as Chinese citizens who have studied at elite international universities to China with lucrative offers and promises of multiyear research funding.50 The volume of China’s output of intellectual property has also surged in equal measure. In 2017, China’s State Intellectual Property (IP) Office received 1.2 million applications—more than double the number the United States’ IP office received.48 Similarly, in 2016, annual scientific publications from China surpassed those from the United States for the first time, with Chinese contributions accounting for 36 percent of global publications.50 Along metrics of quality, however, China lags the United States. Scientific papers published by American scientists are still more frequently cited than those published by their Chinese counterparts, particularly as publication fraud has roiled the Chinese academic community.40 Similarly, although the quantity of Chinese patent filings has ticked upward in recent years, the quality of these applications has not necessarily increased commensurately.31

**Sixth and finally, China’s military-civil fusion framework has enabled advancements made in its commercial sector to broadly drive forward the modernization of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).**42 Beijing mandates synergies between industry and its national defense apparatus. Commercial companies are expected to share technology with the PLA and incentivized to turn first to it with their innovations.43 Moreover, the PLA can embed its officers in research universities and even corporations.44 While the PLA is well positioned to benefit from China’s growing technological prowess, the U.S. Department of Defense operates in a radically different domestic environment. Elements of the technology industry, particularly in Silicon Valley, remain reluctant to cooperate with the U.S. military due to normative concerns and frustrations about the pace of government contracting.45

**Allies Tip the Scale Back in America’s Favor** Despite China’s technology ascendancy, the United States and its allies together retain a commanding—and in some cases, probably insurmountable—lead in key drivers of innovation. For example, in R&D, the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), which comprises the United States, most of NATO, American allies in the Indo-Pacific, and a handful of other developed economies, collectively outsends China by more than 250 percent.46 Although China’s production of PhDs in science and technology rivals the output of U.S. doctoral programs (notwithstanding questions of comparability), the pool of doctoral candidates across U.S. and ally countries is more than double that of China.48 Venture capital is another area where allies can keep scale in America’s favor. The United States and China are clear leaders in this field, with venture capital deals in each reaching more than $100 billion in recent years. Venture capital investments in U.S. allies, though much smaller in scale, still add up to substantial totals. For example, in 2018, venture capital deals in Europe and Israel combined approached $30 billion.49

Finally, the collective online population of the United States and its allies towers over that of China at 1.5 billion active users, compared with China’s approximately 840 million internet users.50 Although data usage and online privacy regulations are fragmented across OECD countries, the much larger pool of online users across U.S.
allies offers opportunities to reinforce shared values and norms around privacy protection and freedom of expression online.

**Technology Protection Requires a Collective Effort**

The U.S. government, as part of a coordinated, inter-agency response to what FBI Director Christopher Wray described in 2018 as a “whole-of-society” threat emanating from China, has taken steps to become a harder target for Beijing’s technology acquisition strategy. In 2018, the U.S. Congress passed the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA). This landmark legislation substantially broadened the scope and authorities of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to conduct national security reviews. In parallel, the United States has moved to strengthen export controls, with a greater focus on critical emerging technologies.

Beijing has responded to U.S. efforts to protect critical technology by shifting its focus to American allies that it perceives as easier targets. Just as China has made a concerted effort to acquire technology from the United States using both licit and illicit means, it is seeking to extract value from the innovation ecosystems of American allies using the following mechanisms:

- **Mergers and acquisitions**: Beijing has funneled significant capital toward direct investments and investment funds overseas with the aim of acquiring critical technologies from foreign competitors. Guangdong-based Midea Group’s acquisition of a leading German robotics company and the takeover of a British digital radio producer by Shenzhen-based Hytera Communications are but two examples of China acquiring cutting-edge technology companies outside the United States.

- **Forced tech transfer for market access**: A 2019 survey conducted by the European Union (EU) Chamber of Commerce showed that about 20 percent of respondents from European firms felt compelled to transfer technology to maintain access to Chinese markets, a 10 percent increase since 2017. In Asia, Japan has also bristled at China’s efforts to extract critical technology. One particularly high-profile spat involved accusations in 2011 by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd., maker of Japan’s Shinkansen bullet train, that China had leveraged Japanese technology to construct its own high-speed rail network after Shinkansen had set up a joint venture with local Chinese manufacturers in 2004.

- **Cybertheft**: The threat from Chinese cyberespionage and cybertheft has raised alarm bells among the Five Eyes—the United States, the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, New Zealand, and Australia—as well as U.S. allies in Asia such as Japan. In 2018, a coalition of countries, including the Five Eyes, Japan, Germany, and Norway, publicly decried a 12-year Chinese campaign of cyberattacks to steal technology and trade secrets from corporate computers in more than 12 countries.

- **Research partnerships and overseas researchers**: The PLA and PLA-affiliated institutes have also stood up research partnerships with and sent researchers to prominent U.S. ally universities around the world to acquire cutting-edge technology. For example, in 2018, the People’s Daily—which is part of the CCP’s propaganda apparatus—claimed that the PLA’s National University of Defense Technology (NUDT) was establishing “overseas study bases” at academic institutions including Oxford, Cambridge, and Harvard. Since 2007, the PLA has quietly and at times covertly sent more than 2,500 military scientists to institutions around the world, including in Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, Singapore, and the United States.
States, for the express purpose of exfiltrating sensitive information that could facilitate the development of new Chinese military technologies.

The U.S. government’s protection measures will do little to slow China’s technology acquisition strategy without parallel actions by allies. Through a range of legal, policy, societal, and cyber-enabled tools, Beijing is systematically exploiting weak links in the innovation ecosystems of American allies to acquire technology that it is increasingly being denied within U.S. borders. Technology protection is an inherently collective endeavor.

American Allies Require Positive Incentives
For American allies, most steps to reduce their vulnerability to China’s technology acquisition strategy will incur an economic cost. Short-term pain points might include relinquishing export opportunities to China; turning down investment from China, when alternative sources of financing may or may not exist; forgoing the financial benefits to domestic universities that research partnerships with China might provide; and risking broader Chinese economic retaliation, including a curtailing of the flow of Chinese students and tourists or boycotting of a country’s exports.

In recent years, U.S. efforts to convince allies to adopt new technology protection measures have yielded some fruit. After pressure from the United States, for example, Israel’s security cabinet decided in 2019 to establish a mechanism to monitor Chinese investments into businesses designated as critical to the economy or to national security.59 Also in 2019, after sustained outreach from and consultation with senior U.S. government officials, the European Union—led by Germany and France—declared China a “strategic rival” in high-level strategy documents, adopted a series of new rules to enable closer scrutiny of Chinese investments in Europe,60 and launched a review of the EU’s industrial and procurement policies to ensure Beijing is not unfairly advantaged.61

With the handful of U.S. allies that share America’s view of China as a leading competitor, these conversations can be productive and yield rapid results. However, most American allies do not fully share U.S. concerns about the challenge posed by China. Allies across Europe, for example, are reluctant to adopt technology protection measures that impose an immediate short-term cost on their economies. As U.S. leaders concerned about China’s technological ambitions honed in on 5G wireless networks,62 Berlin, for example, has remained reluctant to apply its sharper approach toward Beijing to this critical domain, despite considerable opposition to the use of Huawei telecommunications equipment among some German legislators.63 At the beginning of 2020, the UK, much to the consternation of the United States, also approved the use of Huawei technology in its new 5G network, notwithstanding significant pushback from some members of Parliament and pleas from the U.S. government that doing so could compromise the two nations’ close intelligence-sharing relationship.64

To present a compelling case for technology protection, the United States needs to offer a series of positive benefits that offset some of the short-term costs allies will incur. Absent this affirmative agenda, U.S. efforts to reduce China’s access to the innovation ecosystems of its allies will fall short. An alliance innovation base could provide a platform for incentivizing enhanced technology protection, while broadening the public conversation with allies from countering China to capitalizing on shared technology opportunities.
Chapter 3: Evaluating America’s Current Approach

At present, U.S. engagement with allies falls well short of a community that pairs technology innovation and protection. This chapter examines America’s current approach to allies in both areas, with a focus on highlighting points of strength and weakness. It concludes by evaluating the degree to which the instruments Washington now employs could serve as a model for an alliance innovation base.

Cooperation on Technology Innovation
The United States has an array of mechanisms for collaborating with allies on technology in the pursuit of common national security objectives. Some mechanisms date back to the Cold War, while others are recent and reflect growing American recognition of the imperative to deepen innovation linkages with allies amid an accelerating U.S.-China technology competition. What follows is a curated survey of these mechanisms intended to highlight their diversity, rather than an exhaustive compilation of every international technological engagement undertaken by the U.S. national security establishment.

TECHNOLOGY SCOUTING

Office of Naval Research Global (ONR Global)
Established in 1946, ONR Global is arguably the Defense Department’s flagship technology scouting enterprise. It has physical offices in Asia, Europe, and Latin America. ONR Global arranges for foreign scientists to visit the United States, finances international workshops, and provides seed funding to international researchers—all with the aim of identifying technology relevant to addressing challenges confronting the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.

Strengths
- **Globally oriented:** ONR Global’s international reach and extensive program of activities facilitates connectivity between technical communities across a wide range of countries for long-term research and development. ONR projects encompass some of the United States’ most innovative allies that are not a part of the Five Eyes.

Weaknesses
- **Narrowly scoped:** Despite its global reach and the wide-ranging scope of its activities, the thrust of ONR Global research and development programs largely remains limited to innovation in the naval domain.

Foreign Comparative Testing (FCT) Program
The FCT program, established in 1980, is primarily a procurement program that connects foreign technologies—ranging from artificial intelligence software to electromagnetic field sensors—to the Department of Defense by reducing acquisition costs and procedural hurdles between U.S. and ally industries. Through the program, for example, the Department of Defense nominates foreign items to undergo an expedited testing and evaluation process to determine whether they fulfill U.S. military standards or address mission area shortcomings. Since its establishment, the program has yielded procurements of more than 281 projects worth over $11 billion.

Strengths
- **Structured efficiency:** The FCT creates a concrete point for trusted foreign vendors to enter the U.S. defense industrial base. Having a structured process in place enables significant cost and schedule savings to support the relatively quick fielding of capabilities.
- **Comprehensive:** The scope of technologies involved in the FCT cuts across areas prioritized by the Defense Department, including space, missile defense, hypersonics, artificial intelligence, and quantum technology.

Weaknesses
- **Near-term focus:** The FCT is primarily focused on procurement and acquisition that serve to fill present or near-term future gaps in U.S. military capability, rather than supporting cooperation around long-term innovation.
- **Low profile:** The FCT maintains a relatively low profile, and opportunities are socialized by word of mouth. The absence of an effective data-sharing mechanism across U.S. allies leads to redundancies and missed opportunities in discovery and matchmaking.

MULTILATERAL COOPERATIVE FRAMEWORKS

The Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP)
The TTCP, a collaborative five-nation forum among the Five Eyes countries, provides opportunities for member nations to integrate their R&D capabilities at minimal cost. The program today covers 11 major areas, including electronic warfare, aerospace, joint systems and analysis, and conventional weapons and materials processing, and involves more than a thousand scientists across the allied countries. Each of the 11 focus areas features a
technical panel that monitors and identifies opportunities for collaboration, as well as an action group that executes discrete projects.73

Strengths

- **Trust network**: The unique nature of Five Eyes enables cooperation across sensitive technology areas that might otherwise be challenging for countries that do not form an intelligence alliance with the United States.

Weaknesses

- **Limited scalability**: Expanding the program beyond the Five Eyes remains infeasible due to the exclusive military focus of technology collaboration, secrecy surrounding its activities, and the program’s relative detachment from commercial sector innovation.

**National Technology and Industrial Base (NTIB)**

Mandated by the 1993 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) as Congress grappled with the prospect of significant cuts to U.S. defense spending at the end of the Cold War, NTIB sought to boost advanced R&D and systems development and industrial preparedness to sustain the technological superiority of the U.S. military—initially through closer U.S.-Canadian defense cooperation.74 More than two decades later, the 2017 NDAA expanded the NTIB to include the UK and Australia, just as Congress directed the Department of Defense to work toward closer integration of the technology and industrial bases of the four NTIB member countries.75

Strengths

- **Involvement of key allies**: NTIB serves as the most coordinated and comprehensive framework for structured cooperation between U.S. allies to date, and the United States is able to play to its strength as a system integrator within the framework.

Weaknesses

- **Challenges to integration**: Despite this push for deeper integration, the U.S. export control system—including the State Department’s International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)—remains a barrier to more seamless integration of the industrial bases of the United States, Canada, Australia, and the UK.76 Additionally, the prospect of expanding the NTIB to include some of the United States’ other technologically advanced allies remains uncertain, given the lack of continuity across their export control systems, threat perceptions, and other standards.

**RAPID INNOVATION INITIATIVES**

**Defense Innovation Unit (DIU)**

As the Defense Department’s premier initiative to engage commercial technology startups, the DIU has an overwhelmingly domestic mandate. It leverages a formerly obscure contracting authority to rapidly award prototyping contracts to companies with technology relevant to challenges identified by the U.S. military. To date, the DIU has made only limited forays into engagements. For example, in 2018, the DIU welcomed a UK liaison officer, while also seeking greater connectivity with its UK counterpart, the Joint Forces Command’s jHub.77

Strengths

- **Attractive power**: The DIU’s model of fast prototype projects leveraging commercial sector technology remains of interest to many U.S. allies, which are keen to replicate it.

Weaknesses

- **Constrained bandwidth**: Limited staffing and pressures to show quick results within the United States have held back the DIU from undertaking major initiatives with U.S. allies.

**Allied Prototyping Initiative**

In January 2020, the Department of Defense launched the API, which aims to “co-develop leap-ahead capabilities through cooperation with trusted allies whose
industrial capacity, capability and workforce strategically complement those of the United States.”78 “The initiative—housed within the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering—focuses on coordinating innovation around a set of discrete projects in priority technology areas, including hypersonic weapons, artificial intelligence, and cybersecurity.

Strengths

- Discrete scope: The API supports innovation over a medium-term time horizon, rather than simply acquisition or long-term R&D without concrete deliverables. This scoping facilitates rapid prototyping across priority technology areas, broadly supporting alliance interoperability in emerging technologies.

Weaknesses

- Lack of strategic focus: While the initiative is well positioned to deliver a discrete set of projects, it lacks a broader framework for technology cooperation with U.S. allies that is galvanized by a common strategic imperative.

BILATERAL PROJECTS

There are also numerous bilateral projects and dialogues underway between the United States and its allies to apply technology against shared national security challenges. Standout projects include long-running collaboration between the United States and Japan on the Standard Missile-3 Block 2A interceptor79 and the United States and Israel on the Arrow family of missile defense systems.80 An example of ongoing bilateral dialogues is the Science and Technology Forum (S&TF), which is held once a year by the U.S. Department of Defense and Japan’s Ministry of Defense.81

Strengths

- Streamlined management: Bilateral projects with allies, though by no means straightforward, are generally easier to manage than multicountry collaborations.

- Maximizing shared resources: With some allies, bilateral cooperation is the optimal or only avenue to solicit burden-sharing with the United States on technology innovation.

Weaknesses

- Uneven results: Some projects and dialogues can yield significant real-world outcomes while others can be more formulaic than substantive, absent a clear and present threat or political pressure for rapid deliverables.

- Fragmented: Engaging individual U.S. allies creates bilateral silos of cooperation that in turn impose barriers on realizing potential economies of scale or collective shared interest across American alliances.

Aligning Technology Protection With Allies

The United States has a long history of working with its allies to secure technology from strategic competitors. For example, during the Cold War, Washington used the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom), which encompassed most members of NATO plus Australia and Japan, to deny the Communist bloc access to critical technologies.82 Today, American engagement with allies on protection employs multiple instruments, including multilateral regimes, the extraterritorial reach of U.S. law, and bilateral and minilateral consultations.

MULTILATERAL EXPORT CONTROL REGIMES

The United States participates in four multilateral export control regimes. The first, the Nuclear Suppliers Group, seeks to limit the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The second, the Australia Group, aims to restrict the spread of chemical and biological weapons. The third, the Missile Technology Control Regime, endeavors to prevent the diffusion of medium- and long-range unmanned delivery systems. The fourth, the Wassenaar Arrangement, has a more expansive mandate and is therefore the primary focus here.83

Wassenaar Arrangement

The Wassenaar Arrangement is the direct successor to CoCom, which was eliminated after the end of the Cold War. Wassenaar covers the export of conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies. The 42 states participating in it include most of the world’s technologically advanced democracies, developing economies such as India, as well as a nondemocracy: Russia. Members agree to incorporate the export control lists maintained by Wassenaar into their national policies. Members are also expected to share information on exports of controlled items to nonparticipating states. Whereas CoCom had an explicit target—the Communist bloc—Wassenaar avoids specifying particular threat countries, simply differentiating between members and nonmembers. Unlike its Cold War-era predecessor, Wassenaar does not contain an institutional mechanism to veto potential exports of concern by participating states.84
Forging an Alliance Innovation Base

**Strengths**

- **Inclusivity:** Compared with any other international instrument for technology protection, Wassenaar brings together the largest number of American allies. Its control lists have the potential to influence the export policies of most of NATO as well as American allies in the Indo-Pacific.

- **Expansive coverage:** Among the four multilateral export control regimes, Wassenaar, with its broad mandate, is best positioned to address emerging technologies. Often developed for commercial purposes but carrying significant military potential, these technologies—such as artificial intelligence—are central to the strategic competition between the United States and China.

**Weaknesses**

- **Voluntary implementation:** Wassenaar gives participating states significant latitude over whether and how they limit the export of items on its control lists. In practice, this “national discretion” means that some members take a rigorous approach to implementing export controls while others allow their companies to freely export sensitive goods and technologies.

- **Consensus driven:** Decisions within Wassenaar require a consensus among its disparate membership. This constrains its ability to rapidly update control lists as technologies evolve and precludes a focus on China, which though outside Wassenaar has friends within.

---

**EXTRATERRITORIAL REACH OF U.S. LAW**

American domestic laws and regulations directly shape how allies protect technology. This is deliberate and compulsory in the case of the U.S. export control system: A prime example is the International Traffic in Arms Regulations, which controls how allies (and other countries) use select U.S. origin defense-related goods, services, and knowledge. At the same time, American legislation can have a powerful signaling effect. A number of American allies have paid close attention to the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018, which strengthened U.S. investment screening procedures with a particular emphasis on the technology sector.

**International Traffic in Arms Regulations**

The Arms Export Control Act of 1976 set in motion ITAR, a regulatory regime governing U.S. exports of defense-related technology. The U.S. State Department manages the granting of licenses to export under ITAR. Over time, ITAR has evolved to provide the United States with an unprecedented level of control over technology outflows to allies. As one observer notes, “the system has moved from controlling tangible end items of military equipment, to components, to technology, to knowledge of that technology, to any service done to that equipment.”

**Strengths**

- **Comprehensive:** A holistic approach to securing U.S. technology exports is well warranted in today’s era of strategic competition with China. Simply protecting major U.S. defense platforms or components would be insufficient.

**Weaknesses**

- **Lack of differentiation:** With the exception of Canada, the ITAR regime as currently structured fails to differentiate between U.S. allies and other countries. Among its allies, and again excluding Canada as well as the United Kingdom and Australia, the United States applies the same treatment under ITAR regardless of demonstrated commitment to protecting technology.

- **Perverse incentives:** ITAR’s lack of differentiation coupled with its comprehensive reach has generated major obstacles to technology cooperation between the United States and its allies. The reporting burdens associated with ITAR disincentivize collaborations involving U.S. technology and persons: Ally companies fear becoming caught up in American export control regulations that would jeopardize commercial cooperation.
business opportunities. When collaboration occurs, these companies have a strong incentive to keep their best technology at home, lest American modifications to their technology render it subject to ITAR. The strengths and weaknesses of ITAR are generally replicated across the U.S. export control system, including the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) maintained by the Department of Commerce, which perform a similar function with respect to commercial and dual-use technology and items.

**Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act**

In 2018, the United States enacted landmark legislation to strengthen its foreign investment screening procedures. Titled the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act, this legislation was primarily motivated by mounting concerns in Congress and the executive branch regarding China’s acquisition of U.S. technology through legal means. FIRMA expands the type of transactions subject to national security review by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, an interagency body. The new law also creates a mandatory filing requirement in some cases and opens the door to differential treatment of certain countries and investors. From its introduction as a bill in 2017 to its passage in 2018 to its subsequent implementation by the Treasury Department, FIRMA has attracted considerable interest from American allies.

**Strengths**

- **Signaling effect:** Through FIRMA, Washington has conveyed an unmistakable message to allies: Take technology protection seriously. Coinciding with the debate, passage, and implementation of FIRMA, a number of U.S. allies either blocked individual Chinese transactions or moved to put in place tougher investment screening procedures. In at least one U.S. ally, Israel, FIRMA has also signaled to technology startups that bringing on Chinese investors carries considerable risk if they seek to enter the American market.

**Weaknesses**

- **Inadequate discrimination:** FIRMA as implemented by the Treasury Department carves out a potential exit lane for U.S. allies. This exit lane is confined to “excepted foreign states,” a category that currently includes Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The selection of these three allies is predicated on their existing investment screening processes and willingness to cooperate with the United States in this area. However, to qualify for exemption from U.S. national security review, transactions involving these allies must fulfill a second criteria: The individual investor is deemed low-risk and will not possess a controlling stake. Motivated by genuine concerns about opaque ownership structures, this narrow offramp prioritizes maximum risk mitigation over lowering barriers to capital inflows from allies that could benefit America’s technology sector and broader economy.

**Limited replicability:** The policy tools strengthened by FIRMA are rooted in America’s system for national security review of foreign investments. These tools are not necessarily replicable in other national contexts. Rather than serve as an exact model for allies to emulate, FIRMA is more suitable as a jumping off point for discussions with allies on how to close off points of technology leakage using their own domestic policy mechanisms.

**BILATERAL AND MINILATERAL CONSULTATIONS**

To align technology protection with allies, Washington also leverages bilateral and minilateral consultations. Some of these are long-standing—for example, since 2007, the United States and Japan have held regular talks under the umbrella of the Bilateral Information Security Consultations (BISC), with the aim of safeguarding advanced defense systems and technology, as well as general classified information. More recently, the United States has refocused dozens of bilateral counterproliferation dialogues to address China’s global pursuit of cutting-edge technologies with military application. In parallel, Washington has sought to promote the sharing of threat information and best practices across a group of 15 advanced industrial nations through the Multilateral Action on Sensitive Technologies (MAST) process. Going forward, U.S. consultations with allies appear set to take on a capacity-building function in order to ensure that convergent threat perceptions—if achieved—can translate into effective action to stem technology loss to China.

**Strengths**

- **Speed:** U.S. action through large-scale international groupings is generally slow and cumbersome. By contrast, working bilaterally with allies can yield rapid results, in part by leveraging existing mechanisms for alliance management designed to translate policy dialogue into concrete outcomes. Minilateral consultations, though less conducive to swift action than bilateral discussions, remain agile compared with multilateral export control regimes like Wassenaar.
Disproportionate impact: Leadership in some critical technologies such as semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) is concentrated among a small number of U.S. allies. In these instances, minilateral and even bilateral consultations can have an outsized impact in denying China access to technologies that could underpin its future commercial prowess and military effectiveness.

Weaknesses

Absent incentives: Bilateral and minilateral consultations with allies on technology protection can help close gaps in threat perceptions. However, these dialogues lack positive incentives for allies to take economically painful steps involving China, such as foregoing technology investment, limiting exports, and reducing research collaborations. The absence of positive incentives remains a major impediment to aligning protection policies with U.S. allies, even when threat assessments converge.

America’s current approach to allies around innovation and technology protection features points of strength and weakness. What most stands out is that no mechanism for engaging U.S. allies can singularly serve as a foundation for an alliance innovation base. Highly developed frameworks intended to backstop cooperation with allies on innovation—the TTCP and NTIB—lack scalability. They function relatively well precisely because membership remains strictly limited. No comprehensive model emerges from American engagement with allies on technology protection either. The most promising U.S. instruments—bilateral and minilateral consultations—remain devoid of the types of positive incentives central to an alliance innovation base. To build a community of technology innovation and protection in concert with its allies, the United States will need a more expansive toolkit. Identifying new instruments for engaging allies requires an in-depth understanding of their perspectives—the focus of the next chapter of this report.

Chapter 4: The View From America’s Allies

By definition, an alliance innovation base requires the energetic participation of America’s allies. It is critical to take ally perspectives into account from the outset—otherwise the United States risks putting forward a vision for a community of technology innovation and protection that will fail to resonate outside Washington. Specifically, American policymakers should make an effort to understand what allies want, what allies can provide, and the state of existing allies’ technology protection mechanisms.

The following findings focus on four U.S. allies: Japan, Australia, Israel, and Norway. These four countries provide a basis for developing an approach that accounts for a wide spectrum of ally external threat perceptions, approaches to technology protection, approaches to technology innovation and national security, and potential contributions to and desired benefits from an alliance innovation base. Of the four countries surveyed, the authors visited three: Japan, Israel, and Norway. These research trips provided unique insight through interviews with government officials, military officers, business representatives, investors, think tank experts, and academics. The analysis in this section captures information gathered from nearly 40 off-the-record interviews.

Japan

EXTERNAL THREAT PERCEPTIONS

Tokyo is, in many respects, at the geographic and economic frontline of competition with China. The Japanese government is closely aligned with Washington’s threat perception. In particular, Japan has identified Beijing’s military-civil fusion framework, lack of data privacy, digital repression, and unfair economic competition as areas of concern. After the 2010 Chinese embargo of rare earth mineral exports to Japan, Tokyo also became acutely aware of the need for supply chain integrity and insulation from coercive economic power.

More generally, Japan sees maintaining its technological supremacy as essential to its position vis-à-vis China.
APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION

Investment screening
There is no exact CFIUS counterpart in Japan, but both the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) and the Ministry of Finance have high visibility on the issue of Chinese investment in sensitive Japanese commercial sectors. Tokyo has been heavily influenced by the recent FIRMA legislation and a 2018 DIU report on how China uses investments to steal innovative technology.101 Japan’s parliament, the Diet, recently lowered the ownership stake threshold required to trigger foreign investment screening from 10 percent to 1 percent in 12 strategic sectors.102

Export controls
Japan has recently developed a new approach to securing critical technology. This approach expands the scope of Japanese export controlled technology to largely mirror the 14 categories of crucial emerging technology listed in the U.S. Export Control Reform Act (ECRA).103 In addition to traditional military and select dual-use items, the Japanese government is expanding coverage to technology that is fundamental to the defense industrial base, including products developed by startups and universities. Moreover, Tokyo appears open to leveraging its critical role in certain supply chains—particularly semiconductor manufacturing equipment—to slow China’s technology ascent.

Research integrity
As in the United States, foreign researchers in Japan are a potential weak link in technology protection. Chinese students are the largest group of foreign researchers at universities.104 METI and the Ministry of Justice have begun to address the risks associated with foreign researchers, mainly drawing from the processes in place in American universities. However, there are major obstacles to implementing an effective vetting system in Japan. For example, since Japan’s foreign intelligence apparatus is less robust than that of the United States, Tokyo has less capacity to vet incoming researchers. Labs often delegate the management of confidential data to researchers even if they are foreign, seriously increasing the risk of intellectual property and data theft.105 Universities in Japan tend to lack an accurate threat perception and are reluctant to move aggressively on this issue.

APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Because of Imperial Japan’s actions before and during World War II and the subsequent demilitarization of Japan under U.S. occupation, Japanese companies and research labs generally do not want to be perceived as cooperating with the Ministry of Defense or working on military-related issues. The only reliable exceptions are heavy-industry subsections of large Japanese conglomerates. Therefore, Japan’s technology cooperation with the United States on defense has been almost entirely focused on big-ticket joint R&D projects, such as codeveloping the SM-3 Block IIA Interceptor106 and maintenance, repair, overhaul, and upgrade support for F-35s delivered to Japan.107 The Ministry of Defense is often unable to leverage cutting-edge commercial sector technology in the way that some of its ally counterparts can. Many Japanese small and medium enterprises reportedly possess technology that would be useful for national security purposes but find that their own scale and compliance issues limit the profitability of the domestic defense market.108

As the world’s third largest spender on R&D, Japan is an important counterweight to China’s scale advantage.

The U.S. Navy successfully tested an SM-3 Block IIA Interceptor in December 2018. Japan’s technology cooperation with the United States on defense has been largely focused on big-ticket joint R&D projects, such as codeveloping the SM-3 Block IIA Interceptor. (U.S. Army)
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE
Because of Japan’s high standing with many U.S. allies, its involvement would help lend credibility to an alliance innovation base. A validating voice from Japan in parallel with the United States would also help to promote tougher technology protection across American alliances.

As the world’s third largest spender on R&D, Japan is an important counterweight to China’s scale advantage. Even though it has some challenges with information security writ large, Japan has made improvements to its oversight of industrial security and can still maximize its pockets of excellence to leverage comparative technological advantages. Japanese companies are already working on technology that would be useful to an alliance innovation base, including select hypersonic capabilities and 5G network virtualization. Japan has trusted cutting-edge facilities capable of coproduction and maintenance on the SM-2, SM-3, and Patriot missile systems.

DESIRED BENEFITS FROM AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE
Japan is looking for increased market opportunities in the United States as well as in the markets of allies where there is not yet a large Japanese presence. It is also looking for the next marquee collaboration with the United States in the national security domain after the SM-3 Block IIA project. Possible projects of interest to Tokyo could include hypersonic defense, the replacement for the F-2 fighter jet, and counter unmanned aerial and undersea vehicle capabilities. On technology protection, Japan regards an alliance innovation base as a vehicle to advance new multilateral export controls against China in targeted areas.

APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION

Investment screening
Australia’s primary investment screening body is the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB). Established one year after the creation of CFIUS in the United States, FIRB considers national security concerns as one of multiple criteria when determining whether foreign investments are in the Australian national interest. Though FIRB increased the threshold of state ownership necessary to be considered a foreign government investor from 15 percent to 20 percent in 2015, it is clearly attentive toward Chinese investment. In response to China’s 2017 National Intelligence Law, FIRB declared that Chinese companies are inherently not private. Still, while FIRB automatically reviews investment by all foreign state-owned enterprises (SOEs), the terms of the 2014 Australia-China free trade agreement provide FIRB screening exemptions for the first $730 million of investment from private Chinese companies into “non-sensitive sectors.”

Export controls
In Australia, the Defence and Strategic Goods List, which includes both military goods and several categories of dual-use technologies, governs export controls. In 2012, the Defence Trade Controls Act updated Australia’s export control regime to include the prohibition of intangible supply of controlled technology, for example, digital transfer of a photograph with controlled information. Australia’s defense export controls remain technology based, as opposed to targeting specific entities—a major difference from the U.S. system.

Research integrity
Because of the blurred lines caused by China’s military-civil fusion framework, Australian universities have a difficult time evaluating the threats posed by institutions in China that are affiliated with the PLA.
In addition to the often obscured nature of connections between the PLA and universities in China, the economic opportunities presented by Chinese-funded research partnerships are difficult for Australian universities to resist. Researchers sponsored by the PLA often conceal their affiliation and work on sensitive research projects such as hypersonic technology and then return to China with the data.122 While all Five Eyes countries have hosted a surprising number of PLA-affiliated researchers, Australia in particular has had the most.123 Leveraging both government and university expertise, the University Foreign Interference Taskforce released a comprehensive set of guidelines at the end of 2019 to safeguard against foreign interference without weakening the contributions of Chinese researchers to Australia’s economy.124 The task force made an explicit decision to frame the initiative as protecting research integrity instead of explicitly countering a threat from China.

APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Similar to the United States, Australia has a growing appreciation for the role of commercial technology in addressing national security challenges. The new approach to defense innovation laid out in the 2016 Defence White Paper is focused on using collaboration with cutting-edge companies, particularly SMEs, to maintain Australia’s regional technological advantages.125 Australia has put this into practice by standing up the Next Generation Technologies Fund, which offers flexible funding open to companies of all sizes, and creating a Defence Innovation Hub, which is designed to assist companies working on specific defense innovation priorities at the prototyping phase.126 Australia also collaborates with the United States on basic research through its Defence Science and Technology organization and with Five Eyes through the Technical Cooperation Program.127

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE

Australia is well regarded by a broad set of U.S. allies, which makes it an effective diplomatic voice to amplify the benefits of an alliance innovation base to an expansive network of countries. Australia’s participation would improve threat intelligence-sharing, especially on Chinese academic espionage, given its depth of experience on this issue. Exercises like Talisman Sabre showcase Australia’s strengths in the development of operational concepts, wargaming, and joint testing.128 In addition to collaborative platform development like the MQ-4C Triton.129 Additionally, the Australian defense industry has important pockets of excellence that would make it a pillar of an alliance innovation base. Australia has large testing ranges for weapon systems and vast quantities of rare earth minerals essential to the production of critical defense hardware, and is seeking to grow its defense exports in areas of critical technology including phased array radars, niche space capabilities, and quantum computing.130

DESIRED BENEFITS FROM AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE

Australia may initially see limited incentive to participate in an alliance innovation base given its membership in the NTIB. But given the Australian government’s aspiration to become one of the top 10 global defense exporters, more open access to U.S. and allied defense markets is a major impetus for Australia to join the United States in building this new community of technology innovation and protection.131 So is the prospect of privileged treatment for meeting defined technology
protection standards. Although the new CFIUS reform gave Australia “excepted state” status,\textsuperscript{132} Canberra is still unclear on whether this truly translates into more privileged access given the multitude of additional regulatory hurdles to exiting U.S. national security review. Lastly, an alliance innovation base would provide a pathway to accelerate the process of solidifying the Australian technology sector and enable Canberra to gain insight from the United States and other allies on how to reframe existing military problems with commercial technology solutions.

### Just as threat perceptions among U.S. and ally governments diverge, so does public opinion regarding potential countries of concern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Perception in the United States and Allies of China, Russia, and Iran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pew Research Global Indicators. The data for views toward China and Russia is from 2019, while the latest available survey data on views of Iran is from 2015.\textsuperscript{133}

### Israel

#### EXTERNAL THREAT PERCEPTIONS

Israel's main defense focus is on existential threats, including Iran and Iranian proxies in Lebanon and Syria, and terror groups in Gaza and the West Bank. The immediacy of these threats largely precludes a focus on potential challenges emanating from China. In fact, Israel views China as an economic opportunity, not a military threat. While there is slowly growing recognition that the China-Iran relationship is detrimental to Israel and that economic entanglement with China renders Israel vulnerable to new coercive pressure, the Israeli government generally discounts the strategic threat from China. Accordingly, Israel's intelligence and law enforcement agencies, though highly capable, are not optimized to address Beijing’s pursuit of technology within its borders.

#### APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION

**Investment screening**

After the uproar surrounding China’s winning bid to construct and operate Haifa Port’s new container terminal, Israel has decided to move forward with creating an investment screening mechanism.\textsuperscript{134} How this new mechanism will function remains unclear, but currently, the regulatory body will not cover Israel’s dynamic commercial technology sector, in which China has a sizable investment presence.\textsuperscript{135} Israel has a strong and natural aversion to regulating what it regards as an economic cornerstone. However, this is problematic given the military application of many commercial technologies pioneered by Israeli startups.

**Export controls**

Israel does not sell military equipment to China because of backlash from the United States at Israel’s attempt to refurbish and sell the Phalcon and Harpy platforms to China in the mid-2000s.\textsuperscript{136} However, the export of dual-use technology—a broad and growing category—is far less regulated. International political considerations also have an outsized role in the imposition of export controls due to Israel’s sensitive position, so the application of regulations can sometimes be the result of complex political calculus.

**Research integrity**

Chinese partnerships with Israeli universities are thus far relatively limited. The existing partnership between the Technion—Israel’s MIT—and a Chinese university appears to steer clear of technology areas that touch...
While there is slowly growing recognition that the China-Iran relationship is detrimental to Israel and that economic entanglement with China renders Israel vulnerable to new coercive pressure, the Israeli government generally discounts the strategic threat from China.

on national security, though funding shortages always elevate the appeal of taking Chinese money. The number of Chinese students in Israel is still relatively low but is growing rapidly.

APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Israel is a small country that has had to innovate to survive. Nearly the entire country is well aware that its defense cannot be taken for granted, in part because of mandatory national service. Each year, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) handpicks the nation’s sharpest minds and places them in its prestigious signals intelligence and cyber unit. Between reservists and new recruits, highly trained talent is always flowing between the private sector and military. Israel’s primary defense science and technology administrative body, Maf’at, coordinates with the larger defense companies, but there is an almost nonexistent barrier between Israel’s national security apparatus and commercial sector technology due to the human networks created by mandatory service in the IDF.

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE
Between the IDF’s unique function as a tech talent incubator and Israel’s density of startups, it has a disproportionate amount to offer to an alliance innovation base. Particular Israeli strengths include autonomous vehicles, missile defense, and counterrocket capabilities. Israel is also an easy place to road test U.S.-promoted initiatives. It has relatively little bureaucracy as a small country used to dealing with emergencies. And singular dependence on the United States inclines Israel to collaborate with Washington wherever possible. Finally, Israel’s security realities provide tactical opportunities to test new technology in active operational environments.

DESired benefits from an alliance innovation base
Israel remains broadly skeptical of multilateral arrangements and has complicated political relationships with some U.S. allies. It is most likely to be interested in an alliance innovation base as a mechanism to widen security cooperation with Washington. Given the importance of the United States to its security, Israel always looks for opportunities to strengthen the defense elements of the alliance. Beyond defense, Israel might also look for an alliance innovation base to deliver a 5G alternative to Huawei, as some Israeli policy circles remain skeptical about the long-term viability of Nokia and Ericsson.

Norway

EXTERNAL THREAT PERCEPTIONS
Norway’s primary security objective is to defend against Russian incursions on its territory and exclusive economic zone—an area approximately the size of western Europe. Oslo has a growing awareness of threats emanating from China. Although Norway has little firsthand experience of China’s technology transfer strategy, it is concerned about losing its competitive edge through intellectual property theft and sees China’s tactics in action against other countries. Notably, Norway experienced Chinese economic coercion when Beijing boycotted the Norwegian salmon industry for nearly seven years after Liu Xiaobo was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2010. China only normalized relations with Norway after the Dalai Lama visited Oslo and no government officials would meet with him.

APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION

Investment screening
To date, investment from China in Norway’s technology sector has been relatively minimal. Even so, in January 2019, Norway implemented a new regime for reviewing foreign investments based on potential risk to national security. The law defines security broadly, to include financial stability and autonomy. In addition to the regulatory process, as the Norwegian defense industry is extremely export-oriented, companies are much more inclined to welcome foreign investment from other democracies because these countries are more likely to be purchasers of its products.

Export controls
Norway’s defense sector is highly export-focused and selective about which countries may receive its products.
Relatedly, Oslo has a sophisticated understanding of U.S. export control regimes, the details of which directly inform Norwegian industry decisions ranging from technology development to compliance systems. When assessing whether to sell equipment, Norway evaluates the abilities of the proposed end-country and its close allies or partners to copy the technology or develop countermeasures. To address the increasingly large portion of military technology that comes from the commercial sector, Norway’s export control regime uses the EU’s list of what is considered a dual-use item.144

**Research integrity**
At present, security standards at university research labs in Norway appear to vary from lab to lab, but the recent case of two Iranians arrested at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology for leaking weapons of mass destruction-related information to Tehran may catalyze a policy response to standardize protection.145

**APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY**
As a small country, Norway focuses on developing niche capabilities. The military, government organizations that fund research, and industry intentionally coordinate to maximize Norway’s defense technology capabilities in select areas. In contrast to the U.S. approach, the Norwegian government’s emphasis is on building sustainable defense businesses, rather than simply executing project requirements or creating Norwegian jobs. The scale of demand from the Norwegian military is too small to support the domestic defense industry, so the Ministry of Defense is uninterested in funding technology projects that lack export potential. The compact Norwegian defense community leads to close military-industry relationships, shortening the time required to bring technology solutions to the battlefield.

**POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE**
Norway provides disproportionately large contributions to the United States and allies in terms of military technical innovation, including micro unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), remote weapons stations, and precision munitions, all of which are currently used by U.S. forces. The Norwegian government plays a major role in cultivating its domestic innovation ecosystem and is well positioned to curate local startups and traditional defense firms in order to develop innovative technology with military utility for the United States and other American allies. Norway is also competitive in niche but important technologies such as autonomous undersea vehicles and missile development. Lastly, Norway’s cold-weather environment provides unique conditions for weapons field testing.

**DESIRED BENEFITS FROM AN ALLIANCE INNOVATION BASE**
The principal benefit Norway would seek to derive from an alliance innovation base would be expanded markets for its defense exports, both in the United States and in other American allies. In addition to market access, Norway would benefit from streamlined compliance regimes to improve the ease of collaboration with allies, including with the United States. Oslo would also use an alliance innovation base as a vehicle to promote and strengthen its commercial technology sector.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Potential Contributions</th>
<th>Desired Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>• Credibility due to Japan’s high standing with other U.S. allies</td>
<td>• Increased opportunities in U.S. and allied markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Validating voice on technology protection</td>
<td>• New marquee collaboration with United States after SM-3 Block IIA project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sizeable counterweight to China’s scale advantage in R&amp;D</td>
<td>• Vehicle to advance multilateral export control against China in targeted areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Expertise in select areas of technology development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>• Threat intelligence sharing, especially on Chinese academic espionage</td>
<td>• Access to U.S. and allied defense markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Large testing ranges</td>
<td>• Privileged treatment for meeting defined technology protection standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Significant quantities of rare earth minerals</td>
<td>• Accelerated solidification of Australian technology sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Niche areas of technology expertise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>• Strength as a technology talent and startup incubator</td>
<td>• Widened security cooperation with Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Leader in cutting-edge dual-use technologies</td>
<td>• Non-defense technology solutions, such as a viable 5G alternative to Huawei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low bureaucratic barriers to road-testing U.S.-promoted initiatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Opportunities to test new technology in an active operational environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>• Disproportionately large contribution to military technology innovation</td>
<td>• Expanded opportunities for defense exports in U.S. and allied markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coordinated curation of domestic startups and defense firms</td>
<td>• Streamlined compliance regimes to ease collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strength in select defense technologies</td>
<td>• Strengthened domestic commercial technology sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cold-weather field environment for testing weapons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5: A Blueprint for an Alliance Innovation Base

Now is the moment for the United States to forge an alliance innovation base. This chapter presents a blueprint for constructing a new community pairing technology innovation and protection. It starts by outlining design principles for an alliance innovation base, then identifies substantive areas for collaboration. The rest of this chapter lays out concrete and actionable recommendations spanning five major lines of effort: strengthening America’s toolkit for technology engagement; building ally awareness and capacity; launching new collaborative platforms; creating positive incentives for technology protection; and leveraging the U.S.-Japan alliance.

Design Principles

In previous chapters, this report evaluated America’s engagement with allies on technology innovation and protection and conducted in-depth studies of Japan, Israel, Australia, and Norway. Lessons learned regarding the strengths and weaknesses of existing U.S. policy, and the expectations and potential contributions of a diverse set of countries, inform the following design principles for an alliance innovation base.

1. **Adopt a flexible architecture for an alliance innovation base that can accommodate countries with variable threat perceptions and distinct capabilities.** The United States should advance cooperation through a substantial number of bilateral and minilateral mechanisms. Some will operate in parallel while others will intersect. Washington does not need to be at the center of every grouping and should encourage its allies to work together independently as well.

2. **Create tangible economic benefits to incentivize allies to adopt tougher technology protection measures.** The United States should put in place a series of benefits accessible to allies as they take discrete steps to tighten investment screening, strengthen export controls, and enhance scrutiny of academic research involving China.

3. **Focus technology cooperation on solving narrowly scoped problems in order to manage divergent views on the nature of the international threat environment.** With the right scoping, U.S. allies can collaborate to address shared military-operational and technical challenges absent a consensus on whether China, Russia, or Iran constitutes the primary threat to their future security.

4. **Foster a “benefit together” ethos that chips away at deeply rooted preferences for spending and procuring domestically.** This home bias—evident in the United States and many of its allies—constitutes a major impediment to deepening technology cooperation. It will be essential for collaboration under the umbrella of an alliance innovation base to deliver rapid and broad-based gains; otherwise, achieving buy-in within the United States and among America’s allies will prove difficult.

5. **Incorporate politicians, publics, and the private sector from the outset to build critical momentum in support of an alliance innovation base.** Moving beyond long-standing preferences for domestic industry and shouldering the short-term costs of technology protection are choices that implicate multiple societal stakeholders. The U.S. executive branch will need to engage these stakeholders early and often, both at home and abroad, in order to successfully advance an alliance innovation base. With protectionism rising at home, American policymakers should in particular emphasize the benefits to U.S. industry: fewer barriers to inbound investment from allies, improved access to ally technology, and reduced compliance burdens—all contributing to enhanced innovation and profitability.

Promising Areas for Cooperation

New alliance collaboration efforts will struggle to gain momentum without specific areas to address. A number of shared national security needs stand out as focal points for initial collaboration. These include:

- **Developing New Approaches to Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR):** In the Indo-Pacific, the Atlantic, and the Middle East, the United States and its allies seek to track the movements of competitors across vast geographic areas. The demand for existing assets will invariably outstrip supply, given the expense and finite number of major ISR platforms. Likewise, collection inputs will continue to overwhelm traditional processing techniques.

- **Diversifying Options for 5G:** Huawei’s investment in R&D and its cut-rate pricing have positioned it to dominate the global market in 5G hardware. Yet reliance on a single supplier—particularly one beholden to an autocratic regime, the CCP—risks exposing the United States and its allies to disruption of critical infrastructure, as well as espionage and data exfiltration.
Expanding Rare Earth Supply Chains: With China dominating the production and refinement of rare earth minerals, the United States and its allies remain highly susceptible to disruptions of supply, whether due to Beijing’s deliberate policy choices or destabilizing developments within China, such as the coronavirus.

Promoting Trusted Sources of Semiconductors: The United States and its allies have special security needs for the semiconductors used by their militaries and intelligence communities. Yet trusted semiconductor foundries are scarce given that commercial demands vastly outpace boutique government purchases. Constructing new chip factories costs billions of dollars, rendering trusted foundries beyond the reach of many allies.

Addressing Digital Disinformation: The software tools required to generate and promote digital disinformation have rapidly become widely available and relatively easy to use. Online disinformation campaigns targeting the United States and its allies can discredit democratic governance and accentuate polarization.

Building Military Network Resiliency: U.S. and ally combat effectiveness hinges on seamless flows of information for rapid maneuver and precise targeting. However, multiple competitors have invested heavily in tools to attrit the networks that have underpinned the battlefield edge the United States and its allies have long enjoyed.

Pooling Cross-National Data Sets: Large volumes of data provide advantage for advanced analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. Collectively, the United States and its allies possess unmatched reservoirs of data. Today, however, platforms that allow for secure sharing of appropriately curated data between governments do not exist.

**Recommendations for Galvanizing an Alliance Innovation Base**

No single action by the United States will summon an alliance innovation base into existence. Rather, the task for Washington is to construct this community of technology innovation and protection link by link. The following recommendations advance a blueprint for moving forward, structured around five main lines of effort: strengthening America’s toolkit for technology engagement; building ally awareness and capacity; launching new collaborative platforms; creating positive incentives and removing barriers to cooperation; and leveraging the U.S.-Japan alliance.

**Strengthen America’s Toolkit for Technology Engagement**

- Increase resources for major technology scouting programs
- Leverage U.S. Defense Attaché Offices
- Internationalize startup-focused engagements

Existing U.S. mechanisms for technology engagement with allies remain inadequate. To strengthen its toolkit, Washington should:

- **Increase resources for major technology scouting programs.** Inside the Defense Department, the Office of Naval Research Global and the Foreign Comparative Testing Program could, with additional staff and funding, ramp up cooperative activities with American allies. These organizations have demonstrated their effectiveness over a sustained period, ensuring that extra resourcing would enhance U.S. access to ally technology. Defense Department leadership should work with Congress to plus up these two organizations in the next National Defense Authorization Act and defense appropriation.

- **Leverage U.S. Defense Attaché Offices.** The United States maintains Defense Attaché Offices at most embassies overseas. Traditionally, these offices have functioned as points of liaison with host country militaries. However, they could be used to augment programs such as ONR Global and FCT. To this end, the Defense Department should add technology scouting to the responsibilities of defense attachés at U.S. embassies in allies with robust innovation ecosystems. In turn, the uniformed services should encourage officers with significant R&D or acquisition backgrounds to consider a tour as defense attachés, generate training programs for them in advance of these assignments, and cue tasks for them once posted to U.S. embassies.

- **Internationalize startup-focused engagements.** Since 2015, the Defense Department has made a sustained effort to encourage U.S. startups to develop solutions to military challenges. Examples include the establishment of the Defense Innovation Unit, new platforms for engaging startups around the requirements of a particular service or combatant command, and pitch days. This effort should become increasingly internationalized over time. The recent launch of an Allied Space Accelerator in partnership with the Netherlands and Norway is a promising step and, if successful, will serve as a model for working with ally startups.
in other technology areas. Beyond this, the Defense Department should gradually take DIU global—beginning with regular DIU road shows to allies and culminating with one or more DIU outposts in ally innovation hubs overseas.¹⁶⁰

**BUILD ALLOY AWARENESS AND CAPACITY**

- Upgrade information sharing with ally governments
- Promote broad-based awareness of China’s actions
- Build ally capacity to protect technology

U.S. cooperation with allies to protect technology has made important strides in recent years, but significant obstacles remain to aligning policy measures in this area. To overcome existing obstacles, the United States should:

- **Upgrade information-sharing with ally governments.**
  Across America’s allies, the United States has broadly improved awareness of Beijing’s technology ambitions through the Multilateral Action on Sensitive Technologies process and numerous bilateral dialogues. What allies lack today is a granular understanding of the exact technologies Washington seeks to deny China. As the U.S. government as a whole continues to grapple with this thorny question, it should make releasable to allies a more targeted list compiled by the Defense Department’s Protecting Critical Technology Task Force.¹⁶¹ Another area where allies would benefit from improved information-sharing is addressing academic espionage. The State Department should work with the intelligence community to develop a database of high-risk institutions and researchers in China and make this resource available to U.S. allies. The database would help ally governments to scrutinize existing partnerships with Chinese academic institutions and backstop tighter visa screening.

- **Promote broad-based awareness of China’s actions.**
  Expanding information-sharing with ally governments is necessary but insufficient, as some policies to protect technology will require support from ally politicians, publics, and the private sector. The United States should undertake a comprehensive public diplomacy campaign to highlight China’s pursuit of technology within the innovation ecosystems of its allies. Key elements of this campaign would include declassifying U.S. intelligence and providing it to ally media in order to showcase Beijing’s activities; encouraging ally governments to conduct or sponsor unclassified studies of how China’s technology transfer strategy plays out within their economies;¹⁶² and funding globally oriented, open source research on Chinese academic espionage to complement information flows through government channels.¹⁶³

- **Build ally capacity to protect technology.**
  China’s global pursuit of technology differs sharply from traditional external threats such as terrorism and narrowly scoped espionage. In many U.S. allies, intelligence and law enforcement agencies remain ill-equipped to track and counter Beijing’s ever-shifting attempts to acquire technology within their jurisdictions. The United States is now retooling its domestic security apparatus to meet this challenge¹⁶⁴ and should help allies do the same, where possible. Washington can build ally capacity to mitigate the risk of academic espionage through a hybrid approach that incorporates nongovernmental actors. Specifically, the State Department should organize visits by American academic administrators to the top technology universities located in U.S. allies. The visits would allow for dialogue on the risks posed by China to the integrity of the research enterprise and how to move forward while upholding academic norms of open exchange as much as possible.

**LAUNCH NEW COLLABORATIVE PLATFORMS**

- Establish bilateral national security innovation funds
- Form a military test facility consortium
- Launch a cross-national platform to build new companies

The United States should expand the set of national security-related platforms by which it collaborates with allies on technology. To build out the architecture for an alliance innovation base, Washington should:

- **Establish bilateral national security innovation funds.**
  The Department of Defense should work with ally ministries of defense to stand up bilateral funds that would support rapid technology development and prototyping in mutually prioritized areas. This could take multiple forms—from quick-fire seed projects to road test promising but high-risk ideas to opening incubators for startups innovating at the nexus of defense and commercial applications.¹⁶⁵ Resourcing for these bilateral funds could originate from defense sale offset obligations, incremental increases in host nation support, or multiyear military aid packages, depending on the ally involved. At a time when burden-sharing has emerged as a point of contention between the United States and some of its allies, American requests
for additional contributions could become more palatable to allies if channeled into bilateral national security innovation funds.

- **Form a military test facility consortium.** A critical step in developing technology for defense applications is testing. Compact or crowded geographies constrain the domestic test options of some U.S. allies. Others possess unique facilities. For example, Australia’s remote and vast Woomera Range Complex is well suited for hypersonics, while Norway’s Andøya Test Center offers real-world arctic conditions. American military test ranges, though unmatched in number and sophistication by any ally, must handle a much higher workload. Accordingly, the United States and its allies would collectively benefit from forming a new test facility consortium. Participating governments would pool access to high-demand, low-availability equipment and ranges in exchange for the sharing of test results with other members of the consortium. Ultimately, the consortium would serve to accelerate the fielding of technologies essential to the security of America and its allies.

- **Launch a cross-national platform to build new companies.** The United States and select ally governments should bring together innovators and entrepreneurs from participating countries to develop new businesses around specific national security themes. Cross-national teams physically located at the platform, or foundry, would receive public and private sector funding. Investors would encourage business models that straddle national security and commercial markets. The United States should host this foundry in a major American innovation hub, taking advantage of existing international academic partnerships with U.S. allies, such as the joint Cornell-Technion (Israel) venture in New York City. Although the membership of the platform could grow over time, starting with a limited group of U.S. allies would maximize success. Japan and Israel are two strong candidates, as both seek to deepen technology cooperation with the United States, and each other.

A critical function of an alliance innovation base is to generate benefits that offset the immediate costs of technology protection. Many of these benefits would have the dual advantage of lowering barriers to collaboration between the United States and its allies. To create well-defined incentives, Washington should:

- **Reduce barriers to investment in the United States for allies committed to technology protection.** The United States should make clear what technology protection standards its allies must meet to qualify as “excepted states” in the future. The information-sharing and capacity-building efforts discussed above should explicitly aim to help allies cross this threshold. However, under the current Treasury Department regulation, even becoming an “excepted state” carries limited benefit, as any controlling stake investment in the United States still triggers an interagency review. Starting with the current “excepted states,” the Treasury Department, working with the intelligence community, should compile a “white list” of major investors that pose minimal risk to national security. Entities on this “white list” should be exempt from investment screening regardless of controlling stake. This “white list” would grow in tandem with the number of “excepted states.”

- **Invite U.S. allies to join an “ITAR Free Zone.”** Washington should announce its intent to eliminate ITAR licenses for allies that meet concrete technology protection standards. Qualifying allies would receive an ITAR waiver covering not only bilateral transfers of defense-related goods, services, technology, and knowledge, but also retransfers to other qualifying American allies. This “ITAR Free Zone” would require wrenching bureaucratic changes in the United States but generate strong incentives for allies to elevate technology protection—and have the ancillary advantage of reducing a major impediment to technology cooperation. An “ITAR Free Zone” could also pave the way for an analogous effort focused on other elements of the U.S. export control system that impose significant reporting burdens on U.S. allies.

---

**CREATE POSITIVE INCENTIVES FOR TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION**

- Reduce barriers to investment in the United States for allies committed to technology protection
- Invite U.S. allies to join an “ITAR Free Zone”
- Amend the Buy American Act
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- **Amend the Buy American Act.** Enacted in 1933 and updated many times since, the Buy American Act encourages the U.S. government to favor domestic over foreign producers. Although allowing for exceptions based on factors such as cost,\textsuperscript{169} the Buy American Act generally serves as an obstacle to U.S. allies seeking to sell into the American defense market. Congress should enact legislation amending the Buy American Act that would extend less discriminatory treatment to U.S. allies that meet enhanced technology protection standards. Today such legislation would confront formidable domestic political headwinds and almost certainly fail. But as the U.S.-China technology competition continues to heat up, Washington will be increasingly tempted—if not compelled—to use the potential inducement of its defense market to motivate allies to its side. One additional benefit of amending the Buy American Act would be to inject greater competition into the market for U.S. defense procurement, which would enhance incentives to innovate and create downward pressure on prices.

**LEVERAGE THE U.S.-JAPAN ALLIANCE**

- Convene a “Hard Problems Seminar”
- Launch a U.S.-Japan national security innovation fund
- Announce a government data pooling partnership
- Spearhead multilateral export controls on semiconductor manufacturing equipment
- Initiate a bilateral dialogue on research integrity

Japan is uniquely positioned to work with the United States to advance an alliance innovation base given its deep-seated concerns about China's technology ascendance, intense interest in technology protection, and enduring strengths in incremental types of innovation. Washington and Tokyo should leverage their alliance to launch a series of new initiatives, including cooperative efforts the United States could subsequently replicate with other allies. In practice, the United States and Japan should:

- **Convene a “Hard Problems Seminar.”** This seminar would bring together officials from each side's national security, diplomatic, technology, and commercial communities to identify and refine shared alliance challenges such as limited 5G options and vulnerable rare earth supply chains. Although the United States and Japan have numerous bureaucratic touch points, this type of convening would take a step back from the daily work of alliance management and provide a forum for a diversity of perspectives rarely represented at bilateral meetings. The seminar would also depart from the scripted format of most official gatherings and employ design thinking methodologies common in the private sector.

- **Launch a U.S.-Japan national security innovation fund.** This fund could support bilateral projects using technology to address the alliance challenges framed by the “Hard Problems Seminar.” The current host nation support agreement between Washington and Tokyo expires in March 2021.\textsuperscript{170} The United States and Japan should commit to channel a major portion of any increase into a new bilateral national security innovation fund. This could help to diminish pushback within Japan against a higher level of financial support for U.S. forces stationed within its borders.

- **Announce a government data pooling partnership.** The United States and Japan should unveil an initiative to pool anonymized data sets held by each government. Companies and researchers from both countries could tap into the resulting bilateral reservoir of data, which would help to partially offset China's scale advantage in this area. A government data pooling partnership would be high-profile and could become the next marquee U.S.-Japan technology project now that cooperation to develop a joint missile interceptor has come to fruition.\textsuperscript{171}

- **Spearhead multilateral export controls on semiconductor manufacturing equipment.** A critical bottleneck in China’s bid for technology supremacy is its domestic semiconductor industry, which remains “years behind”\textsuperscript{172} global pacesetters. To leap from laggard to leader, Beijing will need to import semiconductor manufacturing equipment from overseas. The United States and Japan, along with the Netherlands, comprise 90 percent of the market for the tools and equipment that go into chip fabrication facilities. This concentration of market share creates an opportunity for Washington and Tokyo to spearhead new export restrictions on the sale of SME to China.\textsuperscript{173} Working with Japan from the outset, the United States is more likely to convince the Netherlands to implement such restrictions.

- **Initiate a bilateral dialogue on research integrity.** In Japan as in the United States, how to address China’s academic espionage remains an outstanding question, with concerns about infringing on norms of open exchange complicating potential government responses. Washington and Tokyo should convene...
a regular dialogue of administrators from their top technology universities to discuss the thorny problem of Chinese researchers and institutional partnerships. Over time, this dialogue could develop a set of best practices and feed into ongoing discussions among international research universities on how to uphold research integrity.

The United States is well positioned to execute some of these recommendations today. Others will require a level of coordinated economic statecraft across the executive branch that is currently lacking. Washington should move forward where it can now, recognizing that it will have to create new interagency processes and bureaucratic constructs as it builds a new community of technology innovation and protection with its allies.

Chapter 6: Conclusion

In the contest with China to scale the commanding technological heights of the 21st century, the United States benefits from a unique asset: its allies. Now is the moment for Washington to translate this asset into an enduring technological advantage by standing up an alliance innovation base. Combining technology innovation and protection will create a community that appeals to allies with diverse threat perceptions, capabilities, and needs.

An alliance innovation base by necessity will involve disparate activities and a multitude of structures. An interesting parallel is the networked security architecture that America has long promoted in the Indo-Pacific. What began as small-scale and often trilateral meetings among the United States and its allies and partners has since blossomed into a much more robust set of cooperative arrangements. Increasingly, American allies and partners network with each other, independent of the United States. This security architecture has empowered U.S. allies and partners, concerned about blowback from China, to move forward at their own pace.174

An alliance innovation base could evolve along a similar trajectory as a thickening web of cooperation spanning the United States and its allies. Over time, for Washington and some allies, it could serve as a proving ground for something more: a technology alliance.175
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